
EDITOR'S NOTE
Dear readers,

As some of you may or may not know, the American Foundation
for Suicide Prevention found that one of the leading causes of
death in the United States, with 45,979 deaths in 2020 alone, was
no, not COVID - 19; it was suicide. That totals one death every 11
minutes and the number of people with suicidal ideations is even
more staggering. The truth is, these numbers are not declining but
are instead increasing at an exponential rate. According to the
Suicide Prevention Resource Center, the rate of suicide in the
United States increased by 35% in the last two decades.
Nonetheless, Mental Health Awareness Month has been observed
in the United States since May, 1949. It has been 70 years since the
world acknowledged the importance of mental health enough to
dedicate an entire month of awareness to, but why has the suicide
rate not decreased in these 70 years? How much loss to mental
illness do we need to endure before we, as a community, take
mental health as seriously as it is?

For starters, we need to start approaching mental health from a
more practical standpoint. Telling someone to "calm down" or "it
will be okay" is a passive and often dismissive approach. These
phrases do not help the individual understand why they are
feeling that particular way, nor does it encourage them to speak
out and ask for help. Instead, we need to ensure that we are doing
everything we can to provide a supportive environment in which
individuals are encouraged to be vulnerable with themselves and
others and seek help as they would for physical symptoms of an
illness. How do we change the narrative? We talk, listen, educate
ourselves, and encourage others to do the same. Each of us has
the power to remove the stigma around mental health. How will
you choose to break the stigma?

With Love & Understanding,

Olivia Katamanin
President & Founder,  
A.S.K. For Help Foundation
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The purpose of the A. S.K. For Help Foundation is to fund the
creation of a clinic for individuals struggling with depression,
anxiety, suicidal thoughts, PTSD, and grief. This facility will
aim to offer free therapeutic services for family members who
have lost their loved ones to suicide, along with individuals
who are struggling with mental health and suicidal ideations.
Ultimately, our purpose is to preclude the prevalence of this
tragedy in other homes.

If you are battling mental illness, we want to remind you that
you are not the storm you walk through. You're the person
experiencing the storm, and your mental health struggles do
not define you. If it is difficult to see far into the future, set
small tangible goals for yourself. Take things day by day, and
be kind to yourself. And today, if all you did was hold yourself
together - we are proud of you. 

Even if you're not struggling with your mental health right
now, check in with yourself. Your mental health is always a
priority, and it is okay to set boundaries for yourself to ensure
you are taking care of your mental health.

Don't be afraid to seek whatever help you need, and
remember, you're never alone with A.S.K. 

Our monthly newsletter will reach you at the beginning of
each month and will include information about each month's
selected topic and about past and upcoming events
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Putting aside the common belief that we all may have had in the past regarding how therapy works its magic on people
suffering from some/any mental illness, the social workers described how therapy works only if YOU want to do the work.
If you only go to therapy because your parents, significant other, or friends want you to, therapy won't work. Therapy
requires you to work on yourself; it's not just about having someone to talk to.

Below are some images clicked during the event. 

On May 20th, 2022, we hosted our first Annual Mental Health Awareness Month Event
in the Loop of Chicago. The event featured six panel speakers - Eric Cowgill, an
activist from NAMI Chicago; Christina Kappil, the creator of Toss the Stigma; Jonah
Jacobs & Reid Milkens, the hosts of Take It On podcast; and Angela Engerer & Lucy,
licensed social workers. Over 50 guests were able to attend the event, winning a
variety of raffle and auction prizes, including an Apple Watch and a month of the Club
Pilates unlimited membership. Local bakeries and breweries provided a wide variety of
delicacies and drinks for the guests to enjoy during the event.

Annual Mental Health Awareness Event

 Each panel discussion was chaired by the panel guests and co-chaired by Ms. Olivia Katamanin.
The creator of Toss the Stigma, Christina, talked about how one can support someone who is
going through a loss associated with mental health. Being a survivor of suicide loss herself, she
cleared a common misconception that people often think that asking a grieving person how
they are doing concerning their bereavement or the person they lost will make that person
more upset, especially if some time has passed. People are afraid to reach out to those grieving.
However, Christina clarified that grievers think about their lost loved one every day, and
someone asking them about it won't make them sad; it will only make them feel supported.

Overall, our event raised over $11,000 through raffles, auctions, merchandise sales, and entry tickets. We donated a portion
of the funds to the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI). The rest of the donation was kept within the A.S.K. For Help
Foundation to support our mission of making talking and seeking mental health help less taboo, and to the opening of a
mental health clinic. The host conveys her special thanks to all the incredible volunteers: Ava Heiniger, Bri Byard, Grace
Viado, Halle Dretler, Kiana Stern, Lizzy McKalko, Matt Gaichetto, Niko Wasilewicz and Zayna Salveter, for their help to
ensure the smooth functioning of the event. She also extends her heartfelt gratitude to all the donors, sponsors, musical and
photography guests, and attendees for making the night such a great success.
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Born and raised in Syracuse, NY, Jack Irwin moved to Chicago in the fall of 2021 after graduating from the University of
Notre Dame to work as an auditor. He discovered the A.S.K. For Help Foundation through a chance meeting with its founder,
Olivia Katamanin. He felt an immediate connection with the foundation’s mission to destigmatize mental illness and
encourage others to address their mental health. Jack asserts, “Mental health itself is a challenge that each of us faces on a
daily basis. I believe we should all strive to create a culture where individuals recognize the importance of mental health and
have the resources needed to live a healthy life.” Since his first encounter with the A.S.K. For Help Foundation, Jack has
constantly strived to become more involved. We are so thankful for all of Jack's generous contributions, and we look forward
to his growth within and outside of the foundation

Our Gratitude Corner

"Hi & Why" with Olivia 

   5. What are the future goals of A.S.K. for Help Foundation? 
To open up a clinic or facility where individuals can receive quality, affordable mental healthcare in a
time-efficient manner. We also want to host in-person mental health support groups that meet with a
licensed social worker.

    1. What caused you to start this organization?
 I, unfortunately, experienced the detrimental effects of mental health early on in my life. From the young age of 10, I became a survivor of
suicide loss when my father took his own life. When, 12 years later, I came to face this tragedy once again, I decided that I wanted to take
my anger, sadness, and pain and channel it into something that could help stop these tragedies from occurring in the homes of other
families. In memory of my brother, Alan Steven Katamanin, who we lost 14 months ago, the A.S.K. For Help Foundation was formed with a
mission of making talking about and seeking help for mental illness and suicidal ideations less taboo. 

   2. What does A.S.K. for Help Foundation aim to achieve in the field of Mental Health?
I know this won't happen overnight, but I really want to help transform the mental health space. I think right now, mental health is still
really stigmatized and it's very difficult for people, especially those in the age groups of 10-34 years of age where suicide is the 2nd leading
cause of death (according to the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention) to gain access to helpful resources. There's still this large
cloud over mental health education where people are scared to talk about it and have this misconstrued perception that talking openly
about mental health will somehow negatively affect an individual. We, as a society, do not have many affordable and accessible options to
get quality mental health care. When an individual is experiencing a mental health crisis, they are put into a mental hospital or institution
where they are often immediately drugged up. This experience can be incredibly scary and uncomfortable for people and can even steer
individuals away from wanting to seek help again. We need a place where we can walk in, feel safe and talk to a licensed professional. Yes,
in some cases, medication is needed and is often necessary. Still, individuals should receive extensive therapy in the facility to help them
cope with their mental struggles in a healthier and more supportive way.

    4. What has been your biggest driving force to get up and keep going each day and help run the
foundation?
I think the support I get from people who reach out and thank me keeps me going every day. I always
told myself that if I could help save just one person, only one single person, and save one family from
experiencing the horror that my family and I went through, then
everything that I am doing is 100% worth it.

    3. What change do you expect to see in the world in terms of Mental Health and its
awareness?
I wish to see a change in the language we use when we talk about mental health and for the
"jokes" regarding mental health to disappear. I hope that when individuals, children included,
go to the doctor for a yearly checkup, their mental health is also evaluated. I also would like to
see mental health education in schools. We have those "mood charts" where children are
asked what their mood is like that day, probably only in elementary school. A form of a "mood
chart" should be implemented in all classrooms (maybe even in college classrooms) to denote
the importance of being aware and open to verbally expressing what your mood is like in a
healthy and supported manner.

"I hope that when individuals,
children included, go to the doctor
for a yearly checkup, their mental

health is also evaluated."

-- Olivia Katamanin
President & Founder,

A.S.K. for Help Foundation  
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In the following months, the A.S.K. for Help Foundation will be
hosting regular support group meetings for anyone struggling
with depression, anxiety, and suicidal ideations. These meetings
will be held in person at a Chicago location (details will be
announced soon on ASK-for-help.com/events). For more
information about these support groups, follow our social
media pages or feel free to write to us anytime at
ask4helpfoundation@gmail.com. 
If you are someone who is battling any kind of mental illness,
you are not alone. You have the power to overcome challenges,
and it starts from your willingness to do so. Do not hesitate to
join us, we are here for you.

Volunteer with us

If you resonate with our mission and would like to be a
part of the A.S.K. For Help team, then you found the
right place! Become a volunteer with us today and help
us help those in need. Visit ASK-for-
help.com/Volunteer for more information.

Here are other ways you can support the A.S.K. for Help Foundation. 

The Foundation is accepting donations. You can make a one-time donation or you can contribute monthly and
yearly too. Every single dollar that you contribute is highly valued and will greatly enable the impact the
Foundation's causes in the mental health awareness front. Please use this link ASK-for-help.com/donate to
send your kind and generous contribution.  

Are you still deciding on someone's Birthday/ Anniversary/ Congratulatory
gift? Or are you looking to buy yourself a gift? You have an opportunity to shop
with a cause and meaning. The A.S.K. for Help Foundation designs clothing and
accessories available for purchase. You can find the products on ASK-for-
help.com/shop. We offer a variety of products from unisex hats, hoodies, bags,
shorts, t-shirts and joggers. All proceeds from the sale go directly to the
Foundation. It will be a meaningful gift - We promise.

Let's Connect

(@askforhelpfoundation)

Support us
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https://www.facebook.com/ASKforhelpfoundation/
https://www.instagram.com/askforhelpfoundation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ask-for-help-foundation-inc/
https://ask-for-help.com/events/
mailto:ask4helpfoundation@gmail.com
https://ask-for-help.com/volunteer/
https://ask-for-help.com/donate/
https://ask-for-help.com/shop-2/
https://ask-for-help.com/

